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ABSTRACT 
This paper studies the stability and minimal sensitivity of a time varying system 
which, as time passes, becomes more and more time invariant. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Hm optimal-control theory introduced by Zames [7] and described 
beautifully in the monograph of Francis [S] is quite complete from a 
constructive point of view. Algorithms exist for the construction of controllers 
and computation of weighted sensitivity. In fact the work of Foias and 
Tannenbaum allows computation of the minimal sensitivity even for a large 
class of distributed systems [4]. 
One does not expect such a complete computational theory for time-vary- 
ing systems, despite the existence of a general theory [l]. However, there are 
some classes of time-varying systems for which the actual computation of the 
minimal sensitivity is possible. In particular this is the case for the class of 
n-periodic systems [2], [6]. Success in this case, however, is misleading. As has 
been pointed out [6], n-periodic systems are really time-invariant systems in 
disguise. 
In this paper we begin the study of a new class of linear time-varying 
systems, which, while closely linked to time-invariant systems, are truly 
time-varying. A time-invariant system is characterized by the equation 
S*TS = T, where S denotes the unit time shift and S* the operator- 
theoretic adjoint of S. We consider a system T for which the sequence 
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{ S*nTSn} converges. We will call such a system eventually time-invariant. 
Physically, as time evolves, T becomes “more and more” time-invariant. 
We will give a complete characterization of such systems. As we shall see, 
such a system T is a perturbed time-invariant system where the perturbation 
is a compact stable time-varying system. 
We then study the problem of finding stabilizing compensators for this 
system. We show that every stabilizing compensator of the time-invariant 
part of T also stabilizes T. We then formulate a weighed sensitivity problem 
for T and show that its minimal sensitivity is no greater than that of its 
time-invariant part. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The purpose of this section is to introduce some notation and definitions 
and to collect some basic facts regarding linear operators. 
For an integer n > 1, C” denotes complex n-dimensional Hilbert space, 
the inner product of two vectors x and y being x*y, where * denotes 
complex-conjugate transpose. The norm on C” is denoted by Il.112; i.e., 
llxl12 := (x*“y2. 
The set of all sequences { xk: k > 0} in C” is denoted by s(Cn). In 
discussions where the integer R is immaterial, s(C”) will be shortened to s. 
The subset of s(C”) consisting of all square-summable sequences is denoted 
by h,(C”) or just h,; that is, { xk} E h, if and only if 
Then h, is a Hilbert space under the inner product 
The norm on h, is also denoted by 11. I( 2; ambiguity is avoided if we embed 
C” in h,(C”) via the mapping 
X’{X,O,O )... }. 
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Let F: s(C”‘) -+ s(C”) be a linear mapping. Then F has a natural matrix 
representation (Fij, i > 0, j > 0), Fij E Cnx”, defined by the equation 
F{O )...) o,x,,o )... } = {F&Xi, FliXi )... }. 
The operator F is termed its causal, strictly causal, or time-invariant if its 
matrix is lower block triangular, strictly lower block triangular, or constant 
along block diagonals respectively. 
The Banach space of bounded linear operators from ha(C"' ) to h,(C”) is 
denoted by B[h,(C”‘), h,(C”)], or simply B when m and n are immaterial. 
The subspaces of B consisting of causal operators and of time-invariant 
operators are denoted by C and T respectively. 
S will denote the unilateral shift on h,, i.e. 
qqJ>qJ~ >... } = {O,X”,X, ,... }. 
Then, it is easily checked that T E T if and only if S*TS = T. 
The truncation projections will be denoted as usual by P,,. Note that 
S”S*” = I - P,,, S*“(Z - Pn_l) = S*n, and (I - P,_,)S” = S”. 
The norm-closed two-sided ideal of compact operators in B is denoted by 
K. We introduce the Calkin algebra B/K, and ~7 will denote the canonical 
homomorphism from B to B/K. We recall [3] that for K E K strictly causal, 
I + K is invertible and (I + K)-’ E C. 
Now we turn to some notation concerning complex functions. The space 
of square-integrable functions defined on the unit circle and taking values in 
C is denoted by L,(C”) or just L,. The closed subspace of L, of functions 
having analytic continuations into the unit disc is the Hardy space Ha. The 
inner product of f and g in L, is defined by 
Li2Tf(e’8)*g(ei’) d8, 
and the corresponding norm is (also) denoted by ]I. ]/a. It is a standard fact in 
the theory of Fourier series that h, and H, are isomorphic spaces. 
The set of essentially bounded functions defined on the unit circle and 
taking values in Cm’” is denoted by L,(Cmxn) or just L,. The norm on L 
is the one induced by that on L,; for F in L,, 
oc 
II% = sup{ IIFgllz> g E L,, lkllz G 11. 
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The subset of L, matrices having analytic continuations into the unit 
disc is denoted by H,. 
Finally, we consider the relevant connections between operators and 
complex functions. Let F belong to T, i.e., F is a time-invariant bounded 
linear operator on h,. The matrix of F has the Toeplitz form 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . I. 
Define the transfer function of F to be 
@(ei”) = f Fkeki$. 
--w 
It is a standard fact that E? E L,, and llFl[ = < IIfiII,. If F E C n T, then the 
above matrix is lower block triangular and E? E H,. With F E C f~ T is 
associated the Hankel matrix 
r Fl F, F3 
F2 4 F4 
HF= F 
3 F4 Fs 
. . . 
I. . . 
L. . * 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . . 1 
It is classical that @ is a rational function if and only if H, has finite rank. 
3. EVENTUALLY TIME-INVARIANT OPERATORS 
DEFINITION 3.1. T E B(h,) is eventually time-invariant if the sequence 
{ S*"TS" } is norm-convergent. 
We note that if S*“TS” converges to A, then S*n+lTS”+l converges to 
S*AS. Since these two sequences are identical, S*AS = A and A E T. Thus 
S*“( T - A)S” = S*“TS” - S*“AS” 
= S*“TS” - A 
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and S*“TS” - S*“AS” is norm-convergent to zero. This motivates the follow- 
ing result. 
THEOREM 3.2. T is eventually time-invariant if and only if T = A + K 
with A E T. K E K. 
Proof. If T = A + K, then 
S*“TS” = S*“( A + K)S” 
= S*“AS” + S*“KS” 
= A + S*“KS”, 
Thus, to show S*“TS” converges, it suffices to show that S*“KS converges to 
zero. Then, in fact S*“TS” converges to A. Now 
~~S*“KS”((= IlS*“(Z - P”_,)K(Z - P,_$“II 
G ll(Z - pn-MZ - pn-1) IL
which converges to zero, since K is compact and {(I - P”_ ,)} is strongly 
convergent to zero. 
Now assume { S*"TS" } converges to A E T. The S*“( T - A)S” converges 
to zero. Note that rr(S*) and r(S) are unitary elements in the Calkin algebra 
B( h,)/K and that r( S*“( T - A)S”) converges to zero in B(h,)/K. But 
IIr(S*“(T - A)S”)((= Ija(S*)“r(T - A)r(S)“(I. 
Thus a(T - A) = 0 and T - A = K for some K E K. This completes the 
proof. n 
Now suppose T E C. It is easily seen that S*“TS” E C, and since C is 1 
closed in the norm topology, it follows that A, the transfer function associ- 
ated with A, is in H,. Thus K E C as well. 
Also note that for T = A + K as above, r(T) = r(A). Thus “essentially” 
in the operator-theoretic sense, T is time-invariant, Here of course, this 
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terminology has physical meaning as well. As time evolves, T becomes more 
and more time-invariant. 
It is easily seen that the family of eventually time-invariant operators is a 
uniformly closed subalgebra of C. It has the additional property that it is 
inverse-closed. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose { A, } is a sequence of invertible operators such 
that 11 A,, - A I( + 0 as n -+ 00 and that there exists M > 0 with )I Ai1 )I < M 
foralln. ThenAisinvertibleand ~~A;‘--A-‘~~-+O asn+co. 
Proof. 
G lIA~‘II I4l - An211 IIA,‘I/ 
< M211An - A, 11. 
Since { An } converges, it is a Cauchy sequence. Thus so is { A; ’ }, and it 
therefore converges. The invertibility of A and the fact that A; ’ + A _ ’ 
follow from continuity. n 
THEOREM 3.4. Zf T is invertible and eventually time-invariant, then so 
is T-l. 
Proof. Since T is eventually time-invariant, { S*“TS” } converges to 
some T+. Note that S*“TS” is invertible for each n. Since T EC, 
(I - P,,)T( Z - P,,) is invertible on (I - P,,)h, with inverse (I - Z’,,)T-‘( Z - P,,). 
Thus 
(S*“TS”)(S*“T~‘S”) =S*“(Z - P,_,)T(Z - P,_I)Tp’(Z - P,pl)S” 
= S*n( z - P,_$” 
= S*“S”S*nS” = Z 
A similar computation holds for (S*“T-‘S”)(S*“TS”). It follows that 
(S*nTSn)-l =S*“T-‘S”. NOW I\S*“PS”IIG(IP(~ for all n. Thus by the 
previous lemma, S *“T-lS” --) T<‘. Also note that if T = T+ + K, then T-l = 
T; ’ - T- ‘K T< ‘. This completes the proof. W 
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FIG. 1 
4. STABILIZING COMPENSATORS 
Consider the feedback system shown in Figure 1, where P represents the 
plants and C the compensator; ur, ua denote the externally applied inputs; 
er, ea denote the inputs to the compensator and plant respectively; and yr, y2 
denote the outputs of the compensator and plant respectively. The transfer 
matrix from u to e is given by 
H(P,C) = 
i 
I-P(z+cP)-‘c -P(ZfCP)~’ 
(z+cP)-‘c 1 (z+cP)-’ ’ 
and the feedback system is said to be internally stable if each of the four 
operators appearing in H( P, C) is in C. 
Suppose P is stable and time-invariant. Then all stabilizing compensators 
are given by C = (I - QZ’-‘Q, where Q ET n C: i.e., Q E H,. (See for 
example [5].) 
Now assume T is eventually time-invariant and strictly causal. Then 
T = P + K, where 
(1) P ET n C, 
(2) K E K n C, 
(3) P and K are strictly causal. 
We show that all compensators C = (I - QP)- ‘Q, Q E C n T which 
stabilize P also stabilize T. 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf T = P + K is eventually time-invariant, then for C = 
(Z - QW’Q, WT, C) is a stable transfer matrix. 
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Proof. Consider first (I + CT)-‘: 
(z+CT))‘= [z+C(P+K)] -l 
=(z+cP+cK)-’ 
= ((z+cP)[z+(z+cP)-‘CK]] -l 
= [z+(z+cP)-‘CK] -l(z+cP)p 
The last line at this stage is formal. We now give it meaning. By 
assumption (I + CP)- ’ E C. Also K is compact strictly causal. Thus [3] 
a(K) = {0}, and the same is true for AK for any A E C. Since by hypothesis, 
(Z + CP)- ‘C E C, it follows that (I + CP)- ‘CK is compact quasinilpotent. 
Thus [I +(I + CP)p’CK]-’ exists and is in C [l]. We have shown that 
(z+CT)P’EC. 
Now note that 
(Z+CT)-‘C= [T+(Z+CP)-‘CK] pl(Z+CP)-‘C, 
which is also in C, since (I + CT)-% is. The fact that the other two 
operators are in C follows immediately from the assumption that P E C. This 
completes the proof. n 
REMARK 4.2. There are of course many time-varying compensators for T. 
See [3]. 
5. MINIMUM WEIGHTED SENSITIVITY 
Suppose T = P + K is an eventually time-invariant plant and that Wi, W, 
are given stable time-invariant operators with stable inverses (i.e. 
W,, W,, WC ‘, Wzpl E T). The objective is to find, among all stabilizing 
compensators of P, a C that minimizes the weighted performance measure 
J=IlWi(Z+CT)-‘W,((. 
Note that for K = 0 this is the classical problem 
The reader is referred to the monograph of Francis 
background and significance of this problem. 
introduced by Zames [7]. 
[5] for a discussion of the 
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Recall that C=(Z - QP)-lQ, w h ere Q varies over all operators in T. 
Then, using the fact that (I + CZ’-’ = (I - QP), we obtain that 
= [z+(z+CP)-‘CK] -l(z+cP)-l 
= [z+(z+QP)(z-QP)-'QK] -'(z-QP) 
= [Z+QK] -‘(Z-QP). 
Thus our problem can be formulated as follows: 
find p=inf{~~W,(Z-QK)-‘(I-QP)W,Il:QETj. 
By fi denote the minimal weighted sensitivity for P, i.e. 
THEOREM 5.1. p <ji. 
Proof. Recall that since K is strictly causal and compact, (I + QK) 1 = 
Cz=,(QK)” = Z + QK( Z - QK)- ‘. Since K is compact, if Qn = S”, then 
Q,K(Z - Q,,KY ‘jOas n+co. Now 
W,(Z+QK)-‘(I-QP)W, 
=Wl[Z+QK(Z-QK)p1](Z-QP)W2 
=W,(Z+QP)W,+W,QK(Z-QK)m’(Z-QP)W,. 
Therefore 
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The second term is zero, and thus TV < fi. 
This completes the proof. n 
Thus the minimum sensitivity of an eventually time-invariant system 
using only time-invariant compensators is no larger than the sensitivity of its 
time-invariant part. 
6. CONCLUSION 
We have introduced a class of time-varying systems which can be treated 
essentially as time-invariant ones. We have considered only two aspects of a 
theory of such systems. This leaves many aspects to be explored in the future. 
While intuitively this class of systems seems important, it would be of 
interest to describe physical systems which can be modeled in this way. 
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